Virtual environment research has focused on interactive image generation and has largely ignored acoustic modeling for spatialization of sound. Yet, realistic auditory cues can complement and enhance visual cues to aid navigation, comprehension, and sense of presence in virtual environments. A primary challenge in acoustic modeling is computation of reverberation paths from sound sources fast enough for real-time auralization. We have developed a system that uses precomputed spatial subdivision and "beam tree" data structures to enable real-time acoustic modeling and auralization in interactive virtual environments. The spatial subdivision is a partition of 3D space into convex polyhedral regions (cells) represented as a cell adjacency graph. A beam tracing algorithm recursively traces pyramidal beams through the spatial subdivision to construct a beam tree data structure representing the regions of space reachable by each potential sequence of transmission and specular reflection events at cell boundaries. From these precomputed data structures, we can generate high-order specular reflection and transmission paths at interactive rates to spatialize fixed sound sources in real-time as the user moves through a virtual environment. Unlike previous acoustic modeling work, our beam tracing method: 1) supports evaluation of reverberation paths at interactive rates, 2) scales to compute highorder reflections and large environments, and 3) extends naturally to compute paths of diffraction and diffuse reflection efficiently. We are using this system to develop interactive applications in which a user experiences a virtual environment immersively via simultaneous auralization and visualization.
Introduction
Interactive virtual environment systems combine graphics, acoustics, and haptics to simulate the experience of immersive exploration of a three-dimensional virtual world by rendering the environment as perceived from the viewpoint of an observer moving under realtime control by the user. Most prior research in virtual environment systems has focused on visualization (i.e., methods for rendering more realistic images or for increasing image refresh rates), while relatively little attention has been paid to auralization (i.e., rendering spatialized sound based on acoustical modeling). Yet, it is clear that Princeton University we must pay more attention to producing realistic sound in order to create a complete immersive experience in which aural cues combine with visual cues to support more natural interaction within a virtual environment. First, qualitative changes in sound reverberation, such as more absorption in a room with more lush carpets, can enhance and reinforce visual comprehension of the environment. Second, spatialized sound can be useful for providing audio cues to aid navigation, communication, and sense of presence [14] . For example, the sounds of objects requiring user attention can be spatialized according to their positions in order to aid object location and binaural selectivity of desired signals (e.g., "cocktail party" effect). The goal of this work is to augment a previous interactive image generation system to support real-time auralization of sound based on realistic acoustic modeling in large virtual environments. We hope to use this system to support virtual environment applications such as distributed training, simulation, education, home shopping, virtual meetings, and multiplayer games.
A primary challenge in acoustic modeling is computation of reverberation paths from a sound source to a listener (receiver) [30] . As sound may travel from source to receiver via a multitude of reflection, transmission, and diffraction paths, accurate simulation is extremely compute intensive. For instance, consider the simple example shown in Figure 1 . In order to present an accurate model of a sound source (labeled 'S') at a receiver location (labeled 'R'), we must account for an infinite number of possible reverberation paths (some of which are shown). If we are able to model the reverberation paths from a sound source to a receiver, we can render a spatialized representation of the sound according to their delays, attenuations, and source and receiver directivities. Figure 1 : Example reverberation paths.
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Since sound and light are both wave phenomena, acoustic modeling is similar to global illumination in computer graphics. However, there are several significant differences. First, the wavelengths of audible sound fall between 0.02 and 17 meters (20kHz to 20Hz), more than five orders of magnitude longer than visible light. As a result, though reflection of sound waves off large walls tends to be primarily specular, significant diffraction does occur around edges of objects like walls and tables. Small objects (like coffee mugs) have significant effect on the sound field only at frequencies beyond 4 kHz, and can usually be excluded from models of acoustic environments, especially in the presence of other significant sources of reflection and diffraction. Second, sound travels through air 10 6 times slower than light, causing significantly different arrival times for sound propagating along different paths, and the resulting acoustic signal is perceived as a combination of direct and reflected sound (reverberation). The time distribution of the reverberation paths of the sound in a typical room is much longer than the integration period of the perception of sound by a human. Thus, it is important to accurately compute the exact time/frequency distribution of the reverberation. In contrast, the speed of light and the perception of light is such that the eye integrates out the transient response of a light source and only the energy steady-state response needs to be calculated. Third, since sound is a coherent wave phenomenon, the calculation of the reflected and scattered sound waves must incorporate the phase (complex amplitude) of the incident and reflected wave(s), while for incoherent light, only the power must be summed.
Although acoustic modeling has been well-studied in the context of non-interactive applications [34] , such as concert hall design, there has been relatively little prior research in real-time acoustic modeling for virtual environment systems [15] . Currently available auralization systems generally model only early specular reflections, while late reverberations and diffractions are modeled with statistical approximations [1, 25, 40, 53] . Also, due to the computational complexity of current systems, they generally consider only simple geometric arrangements and low-order specular reflections. For instance, the Acoustetron [17] computes only first-and second-order specular reflections for box-shaped virtual environments. Video games provide spatialized sound with ad hoc localization methods (e.g., pan effects) rather than with realistic geometrical acoustic modeling methods. The 1995 National Research Council Report on Virtual Reality Scientific and Technological Challenges [15] states that "current technology is still unable to provide interactive systems with real-time rendering of acoustic environments with complex, realistic room reflections."
In this paper, we describe a beam tracing method that computes high-order specular reflection and transmission paths from fixed sources in large polygonal models fast enough to be used for auralization in interactive virtual environment systems. The key idea behind our method is to precompute and store spatial data structures that encode all possible transmission and specular reflection paths from each audio source and then use these data structures to compute reverberation paths to an arbitrarily moving observer viewpoint for real-time auralization during an interactive user session. Our algorithms for construction and query of these data structures have the unique features that they scale well with increasing numbers of reflections and global geometric complexity, and they extend naturally to model paths of diffraction and diffuse reflection. We have incorporated these algorithms and data structures into a system that supports real-time auralization and visualization of large virtual environments.
Previous Work
There has been a large amount of work in acoustic modeling. Prior methods can be classified into four types: 1) image source methods, 2) radiant exchange methods 3) path tracing, and 4) beam tracing.
Image Source Methods
Image source methods [2, 6] compute specular reflection paths by considering virtual sources generated by mirroring the location of the audio source, S, over each polygonal surface of the environment (see Figure 2 ). For each virtual source, Si, a specular reflection path can be constructed by iterative intersection of a line segment from the source position to the receiver position, R, with the reflecting surface planes (such a path is shown for virtual source Sc in Figure 2). Specular reflection paths can be computed up to any order by recursive generation of virtual sources.
The primary advantage of image source methods is their robustness. They can guarantee that all specular paths up to a given order or reverberation time will be found. The disadvantages of image source methods are that they model only specular reflections, and their expected computational complexity has exponential growth. In general, On r virtual sources must be generated for r reflections in environments with n surface planes. Moreover, in all but the simplest environments (e.g., a box), complex validity/visibility checks must be performed for each of the On r virtual sources since not all of the virtual sources represent physically realizable specular reflection paths [6] . For instance, a virtual source generated by reflection over the non-reflective side of a surface is "invalid." Likewise, a virtual source whose reflection is blocked by another surface in the environment or intersects a point on a surface's plane which is outside the surface's boundary (e.g., Sa in Figure 2 ) is "invisible." During recursive generation of virtual sources, descendents of invalid virtual sources can be ignored. However, descendents of invisible virtual sources must still be considered, as higher-order reflections may generate visible virtual sources (consider mirroring Sa over surface d). Due to the computational demands of On r visibility checks, image source methods are practical only for acoustic modeling of few reflections in simple environments [32] .
Radiant Exchange Methods
Radiant exchange methods have been used extensively in computer graphics to model diffuse reflection of radiosity between patches [21] . Briefly, radiosity methods consider every patch a potential emitter and reflector of radiosity. Conceptually, for every pair of patches, A and B, a form factor is computed which measures the fraction of the radiosity leaving patch A that arrives at patch B. This approach yields a set of simultaneous equations which are solved to obtain the radiosity for each patch.
Although this approach has been used with good results for modeling diffuse indirect illumination in computer graphics, it is not easily extensible to acoustics. In acoustics modeling, transport equations must account for phase, specular reflection tends to dominate diffuse reflection, and "extended form factor" computations must consider paths of diffraction as well as specularreflection. Furthermore, to meet error tolerances suitable for acoustic modeling, patches must be substructured to a very fine element mesh (typically much less than the acoustic wavelength), the solution must be computed for many frequencies, and the representation of the sound leaving an element must be very data intensive, a complex function of phase, direction, and frequency usually requiring thousands of bytes. As a result, direct extensions to prior radiosity methods [36, 39, 52] do not seem practical for large environments.
Path Tracing Methods
Ray tracing methods [33, 61] find reverberation paths between a source and receiver by generating rays emanating from the source position and following them through the environment until an appropriate set of rays has been found that reach a representation of the receiver position (see Figure 3) .
Monte Carlo path tracing methods consider randomly generated paths from the source to the receiver [28] . For instance, the Metropolis Light Transport algorithm [54] generates a sequence of light transport paths by randomly mutating a single current path by S R Figure 3 : Ray tracing method. adding, deleting, or replacing vertices. Mutated paths are accepted according to probabilities based on the estimated contribution they make to the solution. As contributing paths are found, they are logged and then mutated further to generate new paths in a Markov chain. Mutation strategies and acceptance probabilities are chosen to insure that the method is unbiased, stratified, and ergodic.
A primary advantage of these methods is their simplicity. They depend only on ray-surface intersection calculations, which are relatively easy to implement and have computational complexity that grows sublinearly with the number of surfaces in the model. Another advantage is generality. As each ray-surface intersection is found, paths of specular reflection, diffuse reflection, diffraction, and refraction can be sampled [10] , thereby modeling arbitrary types of indirect reverberation, even for models with curved surfaces.
The primary disadvantages of path tracing methods stem from the fact that the continuous 5D space of rays is sampled by a discrete set of paths, leading to aliasing and errors in predicted room responses [35] . For instance, in ray tracing, the receiver position and diffracting edges are often approximated by volumes of space (in order to admit intersections with infinitely thin rays), which can lead to false hits and paths counted multiple times [35] . Moreover, important reverberation paths may be missed by all samples. In order to minimize the likelihood of large errors, path tracing systems often generate a large number of samples, which requires a large amount of computation. Another disadvantage of path tracing is that the results are dependent on a particular receiver position, and thus these methods are not directly applicable in virtual environment applications where either the source or receiver is moving continuously.
Beam Tracing Methods
Beam tracing methods [23] classify reflection paths from a source by recursively tracing pyramidal beams (i.e., sets of rays) through the environment. Briefly, a set of pyramidal beams are constructed that completely cover the 2D space of directions from the source. For each beam, polygons are considered for intersection in order from front to back. As intersecting polygons are detected, the original beam is clipped to remove the shadow region, a transmission beam is constructed matching the shadow region, and a reflection beam is constructed by mirroring the transmission beam over the polygon's plane (see Figure 4) . As compared to image source methods, the primary advantage of beam tracing is that fewer virtual sources must be considered for environments with arbitrary geometry. Since each beam represents the region of space for which a corresponding virtual source (at the apex of the beam) is visible, higher-order virtual sources must be considered only for reflections of polygons intersecting the beam.
For instance, in Figure 5 , consider the virtual source Sa, which results from reflection of S over polygon a. The corresponding reflection beam, Ra, contains exactly the set of receiver points for which Sa is valid and visible. Similarly, Ra intersects exactly the set of polygons (c and d) for which second-order reflections are possible after specular reflection off polygon a. Other polygons (b, e, f, and g) need not be considered for second order specular reflections after a. Beam tracing allows the recursion tree of virtual sources to be pruned significantly. On the other hand, the image source method is more efficient for a box-shaped environment for which a regular lattice of virtual sources can be constructed that are guaranteed to be visible for all receiver locations [2] . As compared to path tracing methods, the primary advantage of beam tracing is that it takes advantage of spatial coherence, as each beam-surface intersection represents an infinite number of raysurface intersections. Also, pyramidal beam tracing does not suffer from sampling artifacts of ray tracing [35] or the overlap problems of cone tracing [3, 55] , since the entire 2D space of directions leaving the source can be covered by beams exactly.
The primary disadvantage of beam tracing is that the geometric operations required to trace a beam through a 3D model (i.e., intersection and clipping) are relatively complex, as each beam may be reflected and/or obstructed by several surfaces. Another limitation is that reflections off curved surfaces and refractions are difficult to model.
Geometric beam tracing has been used in a variety of applications, including acoustic modeling [13, 38, 46, 57] , illumination [9, 19, 20, 22, 23, 59] , and radio propagation [16] . The challenge is to perform geometric operations (i.e., intersection, clipping, and mirroring) on beams efficiently as they are traced recursively through a complex environment.
Some systems avoid the geometric complexity of beam tracing by approximating each beam by its medial axis ray for intersection and mirror operations [36] , possibly splitting rays as they diverge with distance [31, 42] . In this case, the beam representation is only useful for modeling the distribution of rays/energy with distance and for avoiding large tolerances in ray-receiver intersection calculations. If beams are not clipped or split when they intersect more than one surface, significant reverberation paths can be missed.
Heckbert and Hanrahan [23] described an algorithm for illumination in which pyramidal beams represented by their 2D polygonal cross-sections are traced recursively either forward from a viewpoint or backward from a point light source. For each beam, all polygons are processed in front to back order. For each polygon intersecting the beam, the shadow region is "cut out" of the original beam using a polygon clipping algorithm capable of handling concavities and holes. The authors describe construction of an intermediate "light beam tree" data structure that encodes the beam tracing recursion and is used for later evaluation of light paths. Their implementation does not scale well to large environments since its computational complexity grows with On 2 for n polygons.
Dadoun et al. [12, 13] described a beam tracing algorithm for acoustic modeling in which a hierarchical scene representation (HSR) is used to accelerate polygon sorting and intersection testing. During a preprocessing phase, a binary space partition (BSP) tree structure is constructed and augmented with storage for the convex hull for each subtree. Then, during beam tracing, the HSR is used to accelerate queries to find an ordered set of polygons potentially intersecting each beam. As in [23] , beams are represented by their 2D polygonal cross-sections and are updated using the Weiler-Atherton clipping algorithm [60] at polygon intersections.
Fortune [16] described a beam tracing algorithm for indoor radio propagation prediction in which a spatial data structure comprising "layers" of 2D triangulations is used to accelerate polygon intersection testing. A method is proposed in which beams are partitioned into convex regions by planes supporting the edges of occluding polygons. However, Fortune expects that method to be too expensive for use in indoor radio propagation (where attenuation due to transmission is small) due to the exponential growth in the number of beams. Instead, he has implemented a system in which beams are traced directly from the source and along paths of reflection, but are not clipped by occluding polygons. Instead, attenuation due to occlusion is computed for each path, taking into account the attenuation of each occluding polygon along the path. This implementation trades-off more expensive computation during path generation for less expensive computation during beam tracing.
Jones [27] and Teller [51] have described beam tracing algorithms to compute a "potentially visible set" of polygons to render from a particular viewpoint in a computer graphics scene. These algorithms preprocess the scene into a spatial subdivision of cells (convex polyhedra) and portals (transparent, boundaries between cells). Polyhedral beams are traced through portals to determine the region of space potentially visible from a view frustum in order to produce a conservative and approximate solution to the hidden surface problem.
In this paper, we describe beam tracing data structures and algorithms for real-time acoustic modeling in interactive virtual environment applications. Our method is most closely related to work in [23] and [51] . As compared to previous acoustic modeling methods, the unique features of our method are the ability to: 1) generate specular reflection and transmission paths at interactive rates, 2) scale to support large virtual environments, 3) scale to compute high-order reflection and transmission paths, and 4) extend to support efficient computation of diffraction and diffuse reflection paths. We have included these algorithms and data structures in an interactive virtual environment system that supports immersive auralization and visualization in complex polygonal environments.
System Organization
Our virtual environment system takes as input: 1) a description of the geometry and visual/acoustic surface properties of the environment (i.e., sets of polygons), and 2) a set of anechoic audio source signals at fixed locations. As a user moves through the virtual environment interactively, the system generates images as seen from a simulated observer viewpoint, along with a stereo audio signal spatialized according to the computed reverberation paths from each audio source to the observer location.
In order to support real-time auralization, we partition our system into four distinct phases (see Figure 6 ), two of which are preprocessing steps that execute off-line, while the last two execute in real-time as a user interactively controls an observer viewpoint moving through a virtual environment. First, during the spatial subdivision phase, we precompute spatial relationships inherent in the set of polygons describing the environment and represent them in a cell adjacency graph data structure that supports efficient traversals of space. Second, during the beam tracing phase, we recursively follow beams of transmission and specular reflection through space for each audio source. The output of the beam tracing phase is a beam tree data structure that explicitly encodes the region of space reachable by each sequence of reflection and transmission paths from each source point. Third, during the path generation phase, we compute reverberation paths from each source to the receiver via lookup into the precomputed beam tree data structure as the receiver (i.e., the observer viewpoint) is moved under interactive user control. Finally, during the auralization phase, we spatialize each source audio signal (in stereo) according to the lengths, attenuations, and directions of the computed reverberation paths. The spatialized audio output is synchronized with real-time graphics output to provide an immersive virtual environment experience. 
Spatial Subdivision
Our system preprocesses the geometric properties of the environment and builds a spatial subdivision to accelerate beam tracing. The goal of this phase is to precompute spatial relationships inherent in the set of polygons describing the environment and to represent them in a data structure that supports efficient traversals of space. The spatial subdivision is constructed by partitioning 3D space into a set of convex polyhedral regions and building a graph that explicitly represents the adjacencies between the regions of the subdivision. We build the spatial subdivision using a Binary Space Partition (BSP) [18] , a recursive binary split of 3D space into convex polyhedral regions (cells) separated by planes. To construct the BSP, we recursively split cells by candidate planes selected by the method described in [41] . The binary splitting process continues until no input polygon intersects the interior of any BSP cell. The result of the BSP is a set of convex polyhedral cells whose convex, planar boundaries contain all the input polygons.
An adjacency graph is constructed that explicitly represents the neighbor relationships between cells of the spatial subdivision. Each cell of the BSP is represented by a node in the graph, and two nodes have a link between them for each planar, polygonal boundary shared by the corresponding adjacent cells in the spatial subdivision. Construction of the cell adjacency graph is integrated with the binary space partitioning algorithm. If a leaf in the BSP is split into two by a plane, we create new nodes in the graph corresponding to the new cells in the BSP, and we update the links of the split leaf's neighbors to reflect the new adjacencies. We create a separate link between two cells for each convex polygonal region that is entirely either transparent or opaque along the cells' shared boundary.
A simple 2D example model (on left) and its cell adjacency graph (on right) are shown in 
Beam Tracing
After the spatial subdivision has been constructed, we use it to accelerate traversals of space in our beam tracing algorithm. Beams are traced through the cell adjacency graph via a recursive depth-first traversal starting in the cell containing the source point. Adjacent cells are visited recursively while a beam representing the region of space reachable from the source by a sequence of cell boundary reflection and transmission events is incrementally updated. As the algorithm traverses a cell boundary into a new cell, the current convex pyramidal beam is "clipped" to include only the region of space passing through the convex polygonal boundary polygon. At reflecting cell boundaries, the beam is mirrored across the plane supporting the cell boundary in order to model specular reflections. As an example, Figure 8 shows a sequence of beams (green polyhedra) traced up to one reflection from a source (white point) through the spatial subdivision (blue 'X's are cell boundaries) for a simple set of input polygons (red surfaces). Throughout the traversal, the algorithm maintains a current cell (a reference to a cell in the spatial subdivision) and a current beam (an infinite convex pyramidal beam whose apex is the source point). Initially, the current cell is set to be the cell containing the source point and the current beam is set to cover all of space. During each step of the depth-first traversal, the algorithm continues recursively for each boundary polygon, P, of the current cell, C, that intersects the current beam, B. If P does not coincide with an opaque input surface, the algorithm follows a transmission path, recursing to the cell adjacent to C across P with a transmission beam, Bt, constructed as the intersection of B with a pyramidal beam whose apex is the source point and whose sides pass through the edges of P. Likewise, if P coincides with a reflecting input surface, the algorithm follows a specular reflection path, recursing in cell C with a specular reflection beam, Br, constructed by mirroring the transmission beam over the plane supporting P. The depth-first traversal along any path terminates when the length of a path exceeds a user-specified threshold or when the cumulative absorption due to transmission and reflection exceeds a preset threshold. The traversal may also be terminated when the total number of reflections or transmissions exceeds a third threshold. While tracing beams through the spatial subdivision, our algorithm constructs a beam tree data structure [23] to be used for rapid determination of reverberation paths from the source point later during the path generation phase. The beam tree corresponds directly to the recursion tree generated during the depth-first traversal through the cell adjacency graph. It is similar to the "stab tree" data structure used by Teller to encode visibility relationships for occlusion culling [51] . Each node of the beam tree stores: 1) a reference to the cell being traversed, 2) the cell boundary most recently traversed (if there is one), and 3) the convex beam representing the region of space reachable by the sequence of reflection and transmission events along the current path of the depth-first traversal. To further accelerate reverberation path generation, each node of the beam tree also stores the cumulative attenuation due to reflective and transmissive absorption, and each cell of the spatial subdivision stores a list of "back-pointers" to its beam tree nodes. Figure 10 shows a partial beam tree corresponding to the traversal shown in Figure 9 .
B B Figure 10 : Beam tree.
Path Generation
During an interactive session in which the user navigates a simulated observer (receiver) through the virtual environment, reverberation paths from a particular source point, S, to the moving receiver point, R, can be generated quickly via lookup in the beam tree data structure. First, the cell containing the receiver point is found by logarithmic-time search of the BSP. Then, each beam tree node, T, associated with that cell is checked to see whether the beam stored with T contains the receiver point. If it does, a viable ray path from the source point to the receiver point has been found, and the ancestors of T in the beam tree explicitly encode the set of reflections and transmissions through the boundaries of the spatial subdivision that a ray must traverse from the source to the receiver along this path (more generally, to any point inside the beam stored with T).
The attenuation, length, and directional vectors for the corresponding reverberation path can be derived quickly from the data stored with the beam tree node, T. Specifically, the attenuation due to reflection and transmission can be retrieved from T directly. The length of the reverberation path and the directional vectors at the source and receiver points can be easily computed as the source's reflected image for this path is stored explicitly in T as the apex of its pyramidal beam. The actual ray path from the source point to the receiver point can be generated by iterative intersection with the reflecting cell boundaries stored with the ancestors of T. For example, Figure 11 shows the specular reflection path to a particular receiver point (labeled 'R') for the example shown in Figure 9 . 
Auralization
Once a set of reverberation paths from a source to the receiver has been computed, the source-receiver impulse response is generated by adding one pulse corresponding to each distinct path from the source to the receiver. The delay associated with each pulse is given by L=C, where L is the length of the corresponding reverberation path, and C is the speed of sound. Since the pulse is attenuated by every reflection and dispersion, the amplitude of each pulse is given by A=L, where A is the product of all the frequencyindependent reflectivity and transmission coefficients for each of the reflecting and transmitting surfaces along the corresponding reverberation path.
At the receiver, the binaural impulse responses (response of the left and right ears) are different due to the directivity of each ear. These binaural impulse responses are generated by multiplying each pulse of the impulse response by the cardioid directivity function (1=21 + cos, where is the angle of arrival of the pulse with respect to the normal vector pointing out of the ear) corresponding to each ear. This rough approximation to actual head scattering and diffraction is similar to the standard two-point stereo microphone technique used in high fidelity audio recording. Finally, the (anechoic) input audio signal is auralized by convolving it with the binaural impulse responses to produce a stereo spatialized audio signal. In the future, we intend to incorporate source directivity, frequency-dependent absorption [34] , and angle-dependent absorption [11, 43] into our acoustic models.
A separate, concurrently executing process is spawned to perform convolution of the computed binaural impulse responses with the input audio signal. In order to support real-time auralization, transfer of the impulse responses from the path generation process to the convolution process utilizes double buffers synchronized by a semaphore. Each new pair of impulse responses is loaded by the path generation process into a "back buffer" as the convolution process continues to access the current impulse responses stored in the "front buffer." A semaphore is used to synchronize the processes as the front and back buffer are switched.
Results
The 3D data structures and algorithms described in the preceding sections have been implemented in C++ and run on Silicon Graphics and PC/Windows computers.
To test whether the algorithms scale well as the complexity of the 3D environment and the number of specular reflections increase, we executed a series of experiments with our system computing spatial subdivisions, beam trees, and specular reflection paths for various architectural models of different complexities. Our test models ranged from a simple box to a complex building, Soda Hall, the computer science building at UC Berkeley (an image and description of each test model appears in Figure 12) . The experiments were run on a Silicon Graphics Octane workstation with 640MB of memory and used one 195MHz R10000 processor. 
Spatial Subdivision Results
We first constructed the spatial subdivision data structure (cell adjacency graph) for each test model. Statistics from this phase of the experiment are shown in Table 1 . Column 2 lists the number of input polygons in each model, while Columns 3 and 4 contain the numbers of cells and links, respectively, generated by the spatial subdivision algorithm. Column 5 contains the wall-clock time (in seconds) for the algorithm to execute, while Column 6 shows the storage requirements (in MBs) for the resulting spatial subdivision. Empirically, we find that the numbers of cells and links created by our spatial subdivision algorithm grow linearly with the number of input polygons for typical architectural models (see Figure 13) , rather than quadratically as is possible for worst case geometric arrangements. The reason for linear growth can be seen intuitively in the two images inlaid in Figure 13 , which compare spatial subdivisions for the Maze test model (on the left) and a 2x2 grid of Maze test models (on the right). The 2x2 grid of Mazes has exactly four times as many polygons and approximately four times as many cells. The storage requirements of the spatial subdivision data structure also grow linearly as they are dominated by the vertices of link polygons. The time required to construct the spatial subdivisions grows super-linearly, dominated by the code that selects and orders splitting planes during BSP construction (see [41] ). It is important to note that the spatial subdivision phase must be executed only once off-line for each geometric model, as its results are stored in a file, allowing rapid reconstruction in subsequent beam tracing executions.
Beam Tracing Results
We experimented with our beam tracing algorithm for sixteen source locations in each test model. The source locations were chosen to represent typical audio source positions (e.g., in offices, in common areas, etc.) -they are shown as gray dots in Figure 12 (experiments with the Building test used the same source locations as are shown in the Floor model). For each source location, we traced beams (i.e., constructed a beam tree) five times, each time with a different limit on the maximum number of specular reflections (e.g., up to 0, 1, 2, 4, or 8 reflections). Other termination criteria based on attenuation or path length were disabled, and transmission was ignored, in order to isolate the impact of input model size and maximum number of specular reflections on computational complexity. Table 2 : Beam tracing and path generation statistics.
Scale with Increasing Polygonal Complexity
We readily see from the results in Column 4 that the number of beams traced by our algorithm (i.e., the number of nodes in the beam tree) does not grow at an exponential rate with the number of polygons in these environments (as it does using the image source method). Each beam traced by our algorithm pre-classifies the regions of space according to whether the corresponding virtual source (i.e., the apex of the beam) is visible to a receiver. Rather than generating
On virtual sources (beams) at each step of the recursion as in the image source method, we directly find only the potentially visible virtual sources via beam-polygon intersection and cell adjacency graph traversal. We use the current beam and the current cell of the spatial subdivision to find the small set of polygon reflections that admit visible higher-order virtual sources. The benefit of this approach is particularly important for large environments in which the boundary of each convex cell is simple, and yet the entire environment is very complex. As an example, consider computation of up to 8 specular reflections in the Building test model (the last row of Table 2 ). The image source method must consider approximately 1,851,082,741 virtual sources ( P 8 r=0 10; 057=2 r ), assuming half of the 10,057 polygons are front-facing to each virtual source. Our beam tracing method considers only 411,640 virtual sources, a difference of four orders of magnitude. In most cases, it would be impractical to build and store the recursion tree without such effective pruning.
In "densely-occluded" environments,in which all but a little part of the environment is occluded from any source point (e.g., most buildings, cities, etc.), the number of beams traced by our algorithm does not even grow linearly with the total number of polygons in the environment (see Figure 14) . In these environments, the number of boundaries on each cell is nearly constant, and a nearly constant number of cells are reached by each beam, leading to near-constant expected-case complexity of our beam tracing algorithm with increasing global environment complexity. As an example, the two images inlaid in Figure 14 show that the number of beams (green) traced in the Maze test model (left) does not increase significantly if the model is increased to be a 2x2 grid of Maze models (right). 
The beam tracing algorithm is impacted only by local complexity, and not by global complexity.

Scale with Increasing Reflections
We see that the number of beams traced by our algorithm grows exponentially, but far slower than On r , as we increase the maximum number of reflections. Figure 15 shows a logscale plot of the average number of beams traced in the Building model with increasing numbers of specular reflections. The beam tree growth is less than On r because each beam narrows as it is clipped by the cell boundaries it has traversed, and thus it tends to intersect fewer cell boundaries (see the example beam inlaid in Figure 15 ). In the limit, each beam becomes so narrow that it intersects only one or two cell boundaries, on average, leading to a beam tree with a small branching factor (rather than a branching factor of On, as in the image source method). Table 3 : Example beam tree branching statistics.
As an example, consider Table 3 which shows the average branching factor for nodes at each depth of the beam tree constructed for up to 8 specular reflections in the Building model from one source location. The average branching factor (Column 5) generally decreases with tree depth and is generally bounded by a small constant in lower levels of the tree.
On the other hand, if a beam is trimmed by many cell boundaries and becomes too narrow, the advantages of beam tracing over ray tracing are diminished. This observation suggests a possible future hybrid approach in which medial rays are used to approximate intersections for beams whose cross-sectional area falls below a threshold.
Path Generation Results
In order to verify that specular reflection paths can be computed from fixed sources at interactive rates as the receiver moves, we conducted experiments to quantify the complexity of generating specular reflection paths to different receiver locations from precomputed beam trees. For each beam tree constructed in the previous experiment,we logged statistics during generation of specular reverberation paths to 16 different receiver locations. Receivers were chosen randomly within a two foot sphere around the source to represent a typical audio scenario in which the source and receiver are in close proximity within the same "room." We believe this represents a worst-case scenario as fewer paths would likely be found to more remote and more occluded receiver locations.
Columns 6 and 7 of Table 2 contain statistics gathered during path generation for each combination of model and termination criterion averaged over all 256 source-receiver pairs (i.e., 16 receivers for each of the 16 sources). Column 6 contains the average number of reverberation paths generated, while Column 7 shows the average wall-clock time (in milliseconds) for execution of the path generation algorithm. Figure 16 shows a plot of the wall-clock time required to generate up to eighth-order specular reflection paths for each test model. We find that the number of specular reflection paths between a source and receiver in close proximity of one another is nearly constant across all of our test models. Also, the time required by our path generation algorithm is generally not dependent on the number of polygons in the environment (see Figure 16 ), nor is it dependent on the total number of nodes in the precomputed beam tree. This result is due to the fact that our path generation algorithm considers only nodes of the beam tree with beams residing inside the cell containing the receiver location. Therefore, the computation time required by the algorithm is not dependent on the complexity of the whole environment, but instead on the number of beams that traverse the receiver's cell.
Overall, we find that our algorithm supports generation of specular reflection paths between a fixed source and any (arbitrarily moving) receiver at interactive rates in complex environments. For instance, we are able to compute up to 8th order specular reflection paths in the Building environment with more than 10,000 polygons at a rate of approximately 6 times per second (i.e., the rightmost point in the plot of Figure 16 ).
Auralization Results
We have integrated the acoustic modeling method described in this paper into an interactive system for audio/visual exploration of virtual environments (e.g., using VRML). The system allows a user to move through a virtual environment while images and spatialized audio are rendered in real-time according to the user's simulated viewpoint. Figure 17 shows one application we have developed, called VirtualWorks, in which a user may interact with objects (e.g., click on them with the mouse) in the virtual environment to invoke behaviors that present information in various media, including text, image, video, and spatialized audio. For instance, if the user clicks on the workstation sitting on the desk, the application invokes a video which is displayed on the screen of that workstation. We are using this system to experiment with 3D user interfaces for presentation of multimedia data and multi-user interaction.
We ran experiments with this application using a Silicon Graphics Octane workstation with 640MB of memory and two 195MHz R10000 processors. One processor was used for image generation and acoustic modeling (i.e., reverberation path generation), while the second processor was dedicated solely to auralization (i.e., convolution of the computed stereo impulse responses with audio signals).
Due to the differences between graphics and acoustics described in Section 1, the geometry and surface characteristics of the virtual environment were input and represented in two separate forms, one for graphics and another for acoustics. The graphical model (shown in Figure 17 ) was represented as a scene graph containing 80,372 polygons, most of which describe the furniture and other small, detailed, visually-important objects in the environment. The acoustical model contained only 184 polygons, which described the ceilings, walls, cubicles, floors, and other large, acousticallyimportant features of the environment (it was identical to the Suite test model shown in Figure 12c) .
We gathered statistics during sample executions of this application. Figures 17b-c show an observer viewpoint path (red) along which the application was able to render between eight and twelve images per second, while simultaneously auralizing four audio sources (labeled 1-4) in stereo according to fourth-order specular reflection paths updated during each frame. While walking along this path, it was possible to notice subtle acoustic effects due to reflections and occlusions. In particular, near the viewpoint labeled 'A' in Figure 17b , audio source '2' became very reverberant due to reflections (cyan lines) in the long room. Likewise, audio source '3' suddenly became much louder and then softer as the observer passed by an open doorway near the viewpoint labeled 'B' in Figure 17c .
Throughout our experiments, the auralization process was the bottleneck. Our C++ convolution code running on a R10000 processor could execute fast enough to output 8 KHz stereo audio for a set of impulse responses cumulatively containing around 500 nonzero elements. We are planning to integrate DSP-based hardware [37] with our system to implement real-time convolution in the near future.
Discussion
Geometric Limitations
Our method is not practical for all virtual environments. First, the geometric input must comprise only planar polygons. Each acoustic reflector is assumed to be locally reacting and to have dimensions far exceeding the wavelength of audible sound (since initially we are assuming that specular reflections are the dominant components of reverberation).
Second, the efficiency of our method is greatly impacted by the complexity and quality of the constructed spatial subdivision. For best results, the polygons should be connected (e.g., without small cracks between them) and arranged such that a large part of the model is occluded from any position in space (e.g., like most buildings or cities). Specifically,our method would not perform well for geometric models with high local geometric complexity (e.g., a forest of trees). In these cases, beams traced through boundaries of cells enclosing free space would quickly become fragmented into many smaller beams, leading to disadvantageous growth of the beam tree. For this reason, our method is not as well suited for global illumination as it is for acoustic modeling, in which small objects can be ignored and large surfaces can be modeled with little geometric surface detail due to the longer wavelengths of audible sound.
Third, the major occluding and reflecting surfaces of the virtual environment must be static during interactive path generation and auralization. If any acoustically significant polygon moves, the spatial subdivision and every beam tree must be recomputed.
The class of geometric models for which our method does work well includes most architectural and urban environments. In these models, acoustically significant surfaces are generally planar, large, and stationary, and the acoustical effects of any sound source are limited to a local region of the environment.
Diffraction and Diffuse Reflection
Our current 3D implementation traces beams only along paths of specular reflection and transmission, and it does not model other scattering effects. Of course, paths of diffraction and diffuse reflection are also important for accurate acoustic modeling [34, 26] . Fortunately, our beam tracing algorithm and beam tree representation can be generalized to model these effects. For instance, new beams can be traced that enclose the region of space reached by diffracting and diffuse reflection paths, and new nodes can be added to the beam tree representing diffractions and diffuse reflection events at cell boundaries. For these more complex scattering phenomena, the geometry of the beams is most useful for computing candidate reverberation paths, while the amplitude of the signal along any of the these paths can be evaluated for a known receiver during path generation. We have already included these extensions in a 2D beam tracing implementation, and we are currently working on a similar 3D implementation.
First, consider diffraction. According to the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [29] , an acoustic field that is incident on a discontinuity along an edge has a diffracted wave that propagates into the shadow region. The diffracted wave can be modeled in geometric terms by considering the edge to be a source of new waves emanating from the edge. Higher order reflections and diffractions occur as diffracted waves impinge upon other surfaces and edge discontinuities. By using edge-based adjacency information in our spatial subdivision data structure, we can quickly perform the geometric operations required to construct and trace beams along paths of diffraction. For a given beam, we can find edges causing diffraction, as they are the ones: 1) intersected by the beam, and 2) shared by cell boundaries with different acoustic properties (e.g., one is transparent and another is opaque). For each such edge, we can determine the region of space reached by diffraction at that edge by tracing a beam whose "source" coincides with the portion of the edge intersected by the impinging beam, and whose extent is bounded by the solid wedge of opaque surfaces sharing the edge. For densely-occluded environments, each such diffraction beam can be computed and traced in expected-case constant time.
Second, consider diffuse reflection. We may model complex reflections and diffractions from some highly faceted surfaces as diffuse reflections from planar surfaces emanating equally in all directions. To compute the region of space reached by such a reflection using our approach, we can construct a beam whose "source" is the convex polygonal region of the surface intersected by an impinging beam and whose initial extent encloses the entire halfspace in front of the surface. We can trace the beam through the cell adjacency graph to find the region of space reached from any point on the reflecting part of the surface (i.e., the anti-penumbra [50] ).
We have implemented these methods so far in 2D using a planar winged-edge representation [5] for the spatial subdivision and a bow-tie representation [49] for the beams. Unfortunately, tracing 3D "beams" of diffraction and diffuse reflection is more complicated. First, the source of each diffraction beam is no longer a point, but a finite edge, and the source of each diffuse reflection beam is generally a convex polygon. Second, as we trace such beams through the spatial subdivision, splitting and trimming them as they passes through multiple convex polygonal cell boundaries, their bounding surfaces can become quadric surfaces (i.e., reguli) [50] . Finally, evaluation of the amplitude of the signal along a "path" of diffraction or diffuse reflection requires integration over (possibly multiple) edges and polygons. We are currently extending our 3D data structures and algorithms to model these effects. Initially, we are planning to trace polyhedral beams that conservatively over-estimate the region covered by an exact, more complex, representation of the scattering patterns. Then, as each reverberation path to a particular receiver is considered, we will check whether it lies within the exact scattering region, or whether it should be discarded because it lies in the over-estimating region of the polyhedral beam.
Visualization
In order to aid understanding and debugging of our acoustic modeling method, we have found it extremely valuable to use interactive visualization. So far, we have concentrated on visualization of our data structures and algorithms. Our system provides menu and keyboard commands that may be used to toggle display of the: 1) input polygons (red), 2) source point (white), 3) receiver point (purple), 4) boundaries of the spatial subdivision (gray), 5) pyramidal beams (green), 6) image sources (cyan), and 7) reverberation paths (yellow). The system also supports visualization of acoustic metrics (e.g., power, clarity, etc.) computed for a set of receiver locations on a regular planar grid displayed with a textured polygon. Example visualizations are shown in Figures 18-20 . Of course, many commercial [7, 8, 40] and research systems [38, 47] provide elaborate tools for visualizing computed acoustic metrics. The critical difference in our system is that it supports continuous interactive updates of reverberation paths and debugging information as a user moves the receiver point with the mouse. For instance, Figures 18 and 20 show eighth-order specular reflection paths (yellow lines) from a single audio source (white points) to a receiver location (purple points) which can be updated more than six times per second as the receiver location is moved arbitrarily. The user may select any reverberation path for further inspection by clicking on it and then independently toggle display of reflecting cell boundaries, transmitting cell boundaries, and the associated set of pyramidal beams for the selected path. Separate pop-up windows provide real-time display of other useful visual debugging and acoustic modeling information. For instance, one popup window shows a diagram of the beam tree data structure. Each beam tree node is dynamically colored in the diagram according to whether the receiver point is inside its associated beam (white) or cell (green). Another popup window shows a plot of the impulse response representing the reverberation paths from source to receiver (see Figure 20) . A third popup window shows values of various acoustic metrics, including power, clarity, reverberation time, and frequency response. All of the information displayed is updated in real-time as the user moves the receiver interactively with the mouse. 
Future Work
System Extensions
Our system could be extended in many ways. For instance, the beam tracing algorithm is well-suited for parallelization, with much of the previous work in parallel ray tracing directly applicable [4] . Also, the geometric regions covered by each node of the beam tree could be stored in a single hierarchical spatial structure (e.g., a BSP), allowing logarithmic search during path generation, rather than linear search of the beams inside a single cell. HRFT (Head-Related Transfer Functions) directional filtering, angle-dependent and frequencydependent acoustic properties of absorption, and source directivity should be included in our acoustical models. Of course, we could also use beam trees to allow a user to manipulate the acoustic properties of individual surfaces of the environment interactively with real-time feedback, like parameterized ray tracing [44] .
Moving Sources
In order to support acoustic modeling in real-time, our current approach is to fix the position of each sound source and to precompute and store potential reverberation paths from that position to all points in space (i.e., the beam tree) so that reverberation paths to a specific receiver can be generated quickly. This method achieves interactive performance by trading real-time processing for storage and precomputation time. Yet, it requires that each sound source be stationary, which is not adequate to support all virtual environment applications (e.g., multi-user chat). In order to extend our method to support real-time acoustic modeling for virtual environments with moving sound sources, one approach is to precompute and store beam trees for a finite number of source locations (e.g., on a grid), and then derive the impulse response for any arbitrary source location via interpolation. A second approach is to rework our beam tracing algorithm (i.e., the second phase, which currently executes as a preprocessing step) to execute in real-time at interactive rates. Although real-time beam tracing requires improvement of one or two orders of magnitude (beam tracing times for our test models ranged from 0.8 to 49 seconds for eigth-order specular reflections), we are optimistic that this is possible. In contrast to our current beam tracing precomputation, which must consider potential receivers at any point in space, a real-time beam tracing algorithm must compute reverberation paths only to a specific set of known receiver positions (e.g., the locations of other avatars in a multi-user chat). Therefore, we can implement a far more efficient beam tracing algorithm by employing aggressive path pruning methods and importance heuristics [45] to trace only beams that represent (psychoacoustically) significant reverberation paths between some source-receiver pair. Bi-directional beam tracing (computing kth-order reflections by combining beams traced up to k=2 reflections from both the source and the receiver positions [23, 24] ) should also improve performance. We plan to experiment with these techniques and to incorporate moving sound sources into our system in the near future.
Simulation Verification
Verification of our simulation results by comparison to measured data is an important topic for further discussion. Unlike sound rendering systems for animation in virtual environments [48, 53] , we aim to simulate room impulse responses accurately enough to be used also for architectural and concert hall design applications.
Although we do not present verification results in this paper due to space limitations, it is useful to note that our current system computes (more efficiently) the same specular reflection paths as the source image method, for which verification results have been published [56] . We are currently making impulse response measurements for verification of our simulations in the Varechoic Chamber, a specially constructed acoustics facility that allows one to vary the reverberation time by more than a factor of 10 by adjusting the acoustic reflection coefficient of 384 individually computer controllable acoustic panels [58] .
Psychoacoustics Experiments
Perhaps the most interesting direction of future work is to investigate the possible applications of interactive acoustic modeling. What can we do with interactive manipulation of acoustic model parameters that would be difficult to do otherwise?
As a first application, we hope to build a system that uses our interactive acoustic simulations to investigate the psychoacoustic effects of varying different acoustic modeling parameters. Our system will allow a user to interactively change various acoustics parameters with real-time auralization and visualization feedback. With this interactive simulation system, it may be possible to address psychoacoustic questions, such as "how many reflections are psychoacoustically important to model?," or "which surface reflection model provides a psychoacoustically better approximation?" Moreover, we hope to investigate the interaction of visual and aural cues on spatial perception. We believe that the answers to such questions are of critical importance to future designers of 3D virtual environment systems.
Conclusion
We have described a system that uses beam tracing data structures and algorithms to compute high-order specular reflection and transmission paths from static sources to a moving receiver at interactive rates for real-time auralization in large virtual environments.
As compared to previous acoustic modeling approaches, our beam tracing method takes unique advantage of precomputation and convexity. Precomputation is used twice, once to encode in the spatial subdivision data structure a depth-ordered sequence of (cell boundary) polygons to be considered during any traversal of space, and once to encode in the beam tree data structure the region of space reachable from a static source by sequences of specular reflections and transmissions at cell boundaries. We use the convexity of the beams, cell regions, and cell boundary polygons to enable efficient and robust computation of beam-polygon and beam-receiver intersections. As a result, our method is uniquely able to: 1) support evaluation of reverberation paths at interactive rates, 2) scale to compute high-order reflections in large environments, and 3) extend to compute paths of diffraction and diffuse reflection.
Our virtual environment system integrates real-time auralization with visualization of large virtual environments. Based on our initial experiences with this system, we believe that accurately spatialized audio is a very important cue for experiencing and navigating virtual environments. We are continuing this research in order to further investigate the perceptual interaction of visual and acoustics effects and to better realize the opportunities possible with interactive acoustic modeling.
